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Blc. Edisto ‘Carol’
AM/AOS
84 pts, 6-23-18
(Maria Ozzella x
Oconee)

Very recent award to one of the best of the
grex. Edisto has been one of the most
successful hybrids produced from Oconee, not
$450
only for the dark, beautiful flowers, but also for
5” pot fully
its success in breeding. It is difficult to use
established, 5
Edisto and not come out with something good.
mature bulbs
The award description on ‘Carol’ says
and one new
“….sepals and petals deep dark fuchsia….lip
growth
ruffled and extremely dark..” Plant offered is of
the original mother plant obtained from Bill
Owen of Owen’s Orchids in July of 2008.

$600
Blc. George King
Three mature
‘Serendipity’ AM/ AOS
bulbs, one in
sheath plus
82 pts, Awarded 1975
new growth
just starting.
(Buttercup x Bob Betts)
Own a piece of
true orchid
Registered by George
history. Still
A. King, 1970
virus free after
44 years!

This grex has been a prolific breeder with 106
first generation offspring with 22 of them
having received AOS awards. Not only is it a
good breeder, it produces beautiful exhibition
sized art shade blooms. The division offered
is from the original mother plant. A friend who
knew Mr. George King in Sacramento CA got
a division from him and shared it with me
many years ago. Division offered is from one
of my over-the-pot divisions where I let a lead
at the edge of the pot grow roots for one year
into a pot hung under the lead. Mix is added
as the roots grow, then the division is cut from
the mother plant fully established with its own
pot full of roots.

Blc. Honolulu Sunset
‘Wakida’ AM/AOS
85 pts, 1989
(George Angus x
Waikiki Sunset)

This is a large flowered beauty that truly has
$450
sunset colored blooms supported by strong
6” pot,
established, 8 stems. Rare in collections and seldom offered.
bulbs

registered in 1985 by
Carmela
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C. loddigesii ‘Shorty’
A true genetically dwarf version of the species.
Typical shell pink flowers, very flat and showy.
Bulbs only get about 6” tall on a fully mature
plant. Interestingly, this is one parent of the
$200
cross made by James Rose of Cal-Orchid that
One 5” pot with 8 mature bulbs that
produced probably the most stunning C.
have all flowered plus one in sheath.
loddigesii to ever be shown for an award, the
Pot full of roots and new roots initiating
clone called ‘Mai Short Sweetheart’. The other
on both plants.
parent was ‘Sweetheart’ AM/AOS 86 pts.
When exhibited, it received an FCC/AOS of 90
$250
pts with 101 flowers and a CCE/AOS of 94
Second pot is 6”, 10 old growths that
points. Additionally, the plant/photo won the
have bloomed plus two new growths in
prestigious Masatoshi Miyamoto Award of
sheath
2008, the Cattleya alliance winner of the year.
Two divisions of the original mother
plant

C. mendelli ‘Stewart’s Baby'
Tipo color form for the species, very vigorous and can make
multiple leads that all flower at the same time. Originally came
from Stewart Orchids in CA.
$150
One 5” pot, 5 bulbs, one in sheath, new roots starting, ready to
be up-potted to 6”

C. nobilior ‘Fabio Nahas’
This is one of the finest of the amaliae color forms. I got this
from a friend who purchased a 3 bulb division from Mr. Fabio
Nahas in Brazil. It is the most vigorous and floriferous of any
C. nobilior I have seen. Sweetly fragrant and long lasting
blooms. Definitely awardable.
$500
One plant just up-potted from 6” to a 7” pot, 6 bulbs with
leaves, 7 old bloom growths with new lead and pot full of roots.
$350
Second division, bare root, 4 mature bulbs, 5 old bloom
growths, ready to start a new growth

C. percivaliana alba
‘Charito’ AM/AOS
82 pts, 2014

$750
Established in
a 5” pot, 4
mature bulbs,
one in sheath

First time offering a division of my awarded
plant. Obtained from a grower in Brazil and
awarded on my first blooming. This is a
stunning true alba, not albescens which would
show some tinting when grown in high light.
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C. schroederae alba
‘Rehfield’

C. walkeriana 'The
Chairman' AM/AOS
81 pts, 2005

Division of original plant from the late Jerry
Rehfield in California. It has sometimes been
called ‘Hercules’, but it is not the 1932
$250
awarded plant by that name, thus I call it after
5” pot, 5
the person that I got the plant from to keep it
mature
from being confused with the awarded plant.
growths and
It is a true alba which is rare, not albescens
one new lead
that would have a tinge of pink when grown in
high light. Easy grower, vigorous and reliable
bloomer.

$275
5” pot, 4 bulbs
with leaves.
Original
mother plant
division

Fine tipo color form with broad, rounded
petals. Great parent that has produced other
awarded offspring. Division of the awarded
plant from Fred Missbach, originally from
Suwada Orchids, Japan, came to the US via
Cal-Orchid.

C. walkeriana
'Welcome Back'
81 pts, 2015

I sold a division to the person that got the plant
awarded. Of all the tipo color forms I have
$350
seen, this has the most intense color of all.
6” wooden
The flowers are exceptionally large and I feel
basket, 6
certain that the award will be upgraded.
bulbs with
Originally a small unbloomed seedling from
leaves
Alan Koch of Gold Country who told me he got
Division of
the seedlings from Brazil. It was one of only a
original mother
few plants that survived my greenhouse burn
plant
up in 2002 and was the first survivor that
bloomed for me afterwards.

C. Penny Kuroda
‘Spots’ AM/AOS
82 pts, 1996

Awarded with 14 blooms on 1 spike.
Fabulous, well-shaped peloric flowers on a tall
stem that supports the head of blooms with no
$125
Established 1 staking needed. Bi-foliate growth that can get
year, 6” pot, 7 up to about 2’ tall. Internodes are short and
bulbs, 4 with plant stays in the pot for many years without
leaves, just needing repotting. Prolific breeder with 138
first generation offspring giving rise to almost
flowered
every color imaginable with clear colors, spots,
or flares.
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Enc. alata ‘Granier’s Gran Sun’ AM/AOS 84 pts (1999),
CCE/AOS 93 pts (2001), CCE/AOS 96 pts (2004)
This is undoubtedly the most famous Enc. alata in the world,
not only for its fine flowers but for what Mr. Ervin Granier
accomplished in growing this to utter perfection. When I got
my division from Ervin, he told me he originally got the plant in
flask from Mexico and even in flask, this one plant stood out
from the other seedlings. He mothered it along to achieve 3
awards, the AM quality award and 2 CCE awards, the last
being 96 points with 1767 flowers on 31 spikes. This is not an
easy plant to get established from a fresh division if done at
the wrong time. My original one bulb division took over 2
years before it rooted, shriveling from the size of an orange
down to the size of a prune. However, over the years it has
grown well.
$250
I have one 5” pot fully established 2 years, 3 mature bulbs,
one that just flowered plus a new growth and new roots.

Epi. baculus ‘Lynn
Spooner’
photo by Mauro Rosim

Lc. Ecstasy
‘Orchidglade’
(Clara Schreiver x
Aconcagua)

Named for the previous owner of Too Goo
Doo Vandas in SC who also collected rare and
unusual species. This species has tapering
bulbs that resemble upside down green
$40
carrots, tipped with two stiff leaves. Blooms
Offering 2
emerge from between the leaves on a short
plants,
established in stem, always two blooms back to back and
appear to be upside down. Would grow well in
4” pots
a basket. The fragrance is heavenly…
reminding me of vanilla and jasmine mixed
together.
How this has escaped earning an award
baffles me. It is one of the finest, consistent
semi-alba in existence with a solid dark lip and
$375
bright white segments with superb shape.
Offering one 6”
Makes multiple leads on a well grown plant
pot,
that often all flower at the same time. Plant is
established
an original mother plant division from the late
one year, 6
Nat Carson’s collection who owned Blooming
mature bulbs,
Orchids in Apex, NC. Mr. Carson got the plant
2 new leads
from his friend, Robert Scully Sr. who coowned Jones and Scully orchid nursery in
Miami, Fl.
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Lc. Lee Langford
‘Copper Sun’
(Calizona x S. J.
Bracey)

If you are familiar with heritage heirloom
Cattleyas, you will know the famous stud plant
called Lc. Lee Langford ‘Copper Queen’ that is
responsible for at least 45 awards in its
progeny. Some years ago I obtained some
seedlings from a selfing of ‘Copper Queen’
and have flowered most. The flowers have
been all over the board as for color and shape.
$500
I have one 5” However, one is a glaring spectacle of color
pot ready to up- and I called it ‘Copper Sun’ for the intense red
pot to a 6”, 9 overlaid on yellow/orange background. The
mature bulbs color does not fade. It has been a good
and one new grower and reliable mid-late summer bloomer.
I have only let one other person have a
growth
division of this for security. I do suspect it will
breed very nice art shades, dark things, and
even good reds. After several seasons of
blooming, it has shown zero tendency to
cripple unlike the mother plant, ‘Copper
Queen’, for which some growers used the
nickname ‘Cripple Queen’.

$550
Lc. Paradisio
‘Colossal’ HCC/AOS
exhibited in 1959 by
Fred Stewart Inc.
(Robertiana x Remy
Chollet)
registered in 1946 by
Charles Sladden of
Belgium

Lc. Pirate King ‘Port
Wine’
(Lee Langford x
Quadroon)
registered by Stewart
Inc. in 1962

One fully
established
division, 6”
pot, 5 mature
bulbs, ready to
break a new
eye. Oldest
leaf has a spot
of sunburn
from 4 years
ago when the
greenhouse
was recovered

This heirloom plant is one parent of the
famous pink Blc. Pamela Hetherington
‘Coronation’ FCC/AOS along with 47 other 1st
generation offspring. Many renowned orchid
firms such as Stewart, Armacost, Gore, Rod
McLellan Co., Altenburg, Jones and Scully and
10 others used this as a stud plant. My plant
is an original division of the mother plant that
was given to a friend of mine named Ruben
Post who got it directly from Ernest
Hetherington at Stewarts. Blooms are
“colossal” sized on a well grown mature plant.
Rarely offered and very few collectors own this
plant. Tested +cymv but asymptomatic.

$250
6” pot,
established for
1 year, 6
bulbs, 4 with
leaves and
one in sheath

Famous breeder producing dark offspring
such as Burdekin Storm, Pirate’s Fortune, and
Leonard Smith and even some splash petal
offspring such as Petticoats. Rarely offered or
seen in collections.
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Lc. Yung Hua
‘Bourdette’
(Chine x Seattle
Heights)

$400
6” pot, 10
mature bulbs
with 2 new
growths

Chine produces some of the most beautiful
lips in hybrids of any yellow stud plant known,
and this is no exception. It also “cleans up”
and intensifies yellow color, and again, it did
not disappoint. Originally offered by Stewart
Orchids in their 1998 catalog on page 15.
Rarely ever seen in collections.

Pot. Amangi ‘Orchidglade’ BM/SFOS
Shown by Jones and Scully, 1986.
(Antonica Fredrick x Maggie McKenzie)
Registered by Jones and Scully in 1979
The plant was offered by J&S and Hausermann during the
80’s and early 90’s. Seldom seen in collections any more.
Rich bright, saturated red with up to 5 blooms per spike on a
well grown plant. Makes a great specimen with multiple leads
blooming at the same time.
$125
Two establishing plants offered, each with 5 mature growths
and one new lead. The new lead may be too small to bloom,
but plant may throw a second lead to bloom next spring.

Very interesting primary hybrid between
Broughtonia sanguinia and Tetramicra
$75
Tetratonia Dark Prince One 4” pot, 11 canaliculata created by the famous Hawaiian
breeder named W.W.G. Moir in 1965. Mark
‘Breckinridge’
growths with
Rose of Breckinridge Orchids got the plant
leaves, 5
HCC/AOS
from Alan Koch of Gold Country Orchids who
previous
Awarded in 1989
bloom spikes said he could not grow it in his arid conditions.
It grows well in the humid south.
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Dear Friends,
If you are looking for mass produced, cheap, fluffy orchids from Taiwan, then
you have come to the wrong place. This list of rare heirloom and unique
clones includes established plants and those that I can get a bare root
division from. Each is noted as such. For most plants, there is only one
available, but inquire just in case. Most plants will have a photo taken by me.
I will be glad to provide a photo of the actual division you are interested in.
I will take orders by email and confirm orders by the date/time that the email
was received. I prefer payment in cash, USPS postal money order, or
Western Union. Checks are ok if I personally know you or if you want to wait
till it clears the bank before I ship. I do not have the ability to accept credit
cards or Pay Pal.
My mailing address is: KEITH DAVIS, 6767 HIGHWAY 29 BUSINESS,
REIDSVILLE, NC 27320. If you have questions, please feel free to contact
me at dowiana51@gmail.com. Thanks.
Keith Davis
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